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Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme 

 
 

Report from:   S151 Officer 

Report Author:  Director of Resources  

Wards:    All Wards 

 

1.0  Summary and Conclusions  

1.1  This report requests confirmation of the Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme for 

the financial year 2022-2023; 1 April 2022 to 31 March 2023. 

 

1.2 Each billing authority must adopt a local scheme by the 31 January prior to the 

start of the financial year. 

 

1.3 The Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme for 2022-2023 must be adopted by 31 

January 2022 by resolution of Council. 

 

2.0  Recommendation  

2.1 The Executive Committee recommend Council: 

i) To agree the continuation of the current Local Council Tax Reduction 

Scheme for 2022-2023, and; 

 ii) To update the Medium Term Financial Plan for the projected scheme 

costs.  

 

3.0 Background and Proposals  

3.1 Since the 1 April, 2013, the Council has operated a Local Council Tax Reduction 

Scheme (also referred to as Council Tax Support) that mirrors the Council Tax 

Benefit regime.  This maintains the links to the Housing Benefit system that would 

have applied to Council Tax Benefit pre 1 April 2013.  The adopted Local Scheme 

ensures that those receiving Council Tax Support receive the same amount as 

they would under the Council Tax Benefit regime. 

 



3.2 Council Tax Support reduces the amount of funding generated by the Council Tax 

as it reduces the liability that is collected in cash terms.  The cost of the scheme is 

shared by the preceptors. 

 

3.3 Funding for the Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme mainly comes through the 

financial settlement; in the first year, 2013-2014, this was 90% of the cost but the 

amount is no longer itemised.  Revenue Spending Power reductions have been 

used as a proxy to determine the cost to the Council. 

 

3.4 It is projected that the Council Tax Support award for 2022-2023 will total £6.4m.  

This £6.4m is shared between the preceptors with the Borough Council share 

equating to £0.8m; the remaining £5.6m is shared between the other preceptors. 

 

3.5 Council Tax Support is currently awarded to 6,268 accounts, this was around 

6,000 in January 2020.  The number of accounts included in the projection for 

2022-2023 is 6,368. 

 

3.6 Taking into account the assumed amount of funding for Council Tax Support 

incorporated into the financial settlement, it is estimated that the cost to the Council 

in 2022-2023 will be £236k.  This cost is higher than the assumption in the Medium 

Term Financial Plan. 

 

3.7 It is proposed that the current Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme continues for 

2022-2023; the alternative and associated risks supporting the recommendation 

are explained in the following sections. 

 

4.0 Consultation  

4.1 The regulations set out a formal consultation process for changes to the adopted 

Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme; consultation with the major preceptors and 

a public consultation.  The billing authorities are responsible for the consultation 

process.  There are no changes recommended to the Local Council Tax Reduction 

Scheme for 2022-2023 and therefore no consultation is proposed. 

 

5.0  Alternative Options  

5.1 An alternative option would be to recover some or the entire shortfall between the 

Scheme cost and the element covered by the financial settlement. 

 

5.2 The impact of recovering the shortfall is restricted to working age cases (4,050) 

and the shortfall represents around 26% of the liability, this is expressed 

monetarily for the main property bands in the following table: 

 

 
 

Council Tax 2021-2022 To Pay Per Week Properties

Band A 1,343.74£      354.26£         6.81£              59%

Band B 1,567.70£      413.30£         7.95£              16%

Band C 1,791.65£      472.35£         9.08£              14%



5.3 This is only an illustration, with all cases receiving 100% support; in reality there 

would be various levels of support and the amount the customer had to pay would 

vary up and down.  Modelling options would reduce entitlement proportionately or 

cap at a minimum or maximum award value, and could protect particular 

households. 

 

5.4 The alternative option effectively triggers a new Local Council Tax Reduction 

Scheme which would be subject to formal consultation and would need to include 

a transition arrangement.  Customers would see changes in the following financial 

year after a transitional arrangement – that may create as much as a two year 

delay, start to finish.  

 

5.5 An alternative Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme would need to address the 

following risks: 

 

 the impact on residents currently receiving support if it is reduced;  

 the ongoing impact of other benefit changes impacting on residents already;  

 the potential complications in designing or modelling a Scheme to achieve the 

reduction in support and protect any particular groups or characteristics;  

 transitional relief would have to be granted for a reasonable time;  

 the Scheme is adopted by the billing authority and the major preceptors have 

to be consulted prior to proposed Scheme changes; 

 the timeframe for meaningful public consultation and feedback of proposed 

Scheme changes; and 

 the cost of collecting Council Tax where there is currently no liability. 

 

6.0 Contribution to Council Plan Priorities  

6.1 The recommendation to continue with the current Local Council Tax Reduction 

Scheme reflects the underlying aims of the Council Plan to support residents. 

 

7.0 Implications  

Financial, Resources and Procurement  

7.1 The estimated cost of the current Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme for 2022-

2023 is £236k.  This is £18k higher than the amount included in the current Medium 

Term Financial Plan due the projected increase in the number of awards. 

 

7.2 The increase in the number of Council Tax Support awards in 2020-2021 was 

supported by a grant from Government.  It is not yet known if any grant will be 

available for 2021-2022 or next year. 

 

7.3 Assuming 100% relief is awarded to a further 100 cases, the cost to the Borough 

Council would increase by £17k. 

 

Legal  



7.4 The Council Tax Reduction Schemes Regulations require the Council to have 

adopted a Local Council Tax Reduction Scheme by the 31 January for the 

following financial year.   

 

Equality and Diversity  

7.4 Have you completed an Equality Impact Analysis?  No, the Local Council Tax 
Reduction Scheme is based upon the national default scheme laid out by 
government. 

 

Risk 

Risk  Consequence  Controls required  

The Local Council Tax 

Reduction Scheme must be 

adopted by the 31 January. 

If no scheme is adopted 

Council Tax Support 

may not be awarded. 

Scheme adoption is 

considered ahead of the 

statutory deadline. 

Risk  Consequence  Controls required  

Cost of the Local Council Tax 

Reduction Scheme. 

If the cost is not within 

the core budget then 

there will be a call on 

reserves. 

The Medium Term 

Financial Plan is based 

on the current scheme 

continuing. 

Risk  Consequence  Controls required  

The number of awards 

exceeds estimates. 

The cost of the Scheme 

increases beyond the 

core budget and there will 

be a call on reserves. 

Prudent provision in the 

Medium Term Financial 

Plan and monitoring of the 

Scheme uptake. 

 

Contact Officers  

S M Roberts, directorsadmin@barrowbc.gov.uk 

 


